All Mod Cons

Furnish your new home with unusual shapes,
cool colours and luxe designs
Words RACHEL MANTOCK

MARBLE MODE

Marble topped surfaces with dark
wood legs create sophisticated
luxury in any room, big or small.
Marble nesting table, £155 for a
set of 2, frenchconnection.com
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SQUARES & DIAMONDS

Modern square patterns in faded cream and
grey tones add bold design to any room, while
metallic diamond handles on this contemporary
sideboard create an art deco feel.
Kensal cushion, £95, torimurphy.com, and laurent
sideboard, £5,495, thesofaandchair.co.uk

interiors

LIGHT
FANTASTIC

Gold detailing inside
angular casing and a
vintage style bulb
result in a fresh,
contemporary feel.
Crystal mogg
suspension lamp, from
£770, miliashop.com		
			

COOL COPPER

Update the copper trend by fusing
interesting shapes and contrasting,
rich finishes.
Alain Gilles mass table, from £2,250,
harrogateinteriors.co.uk

STYLISH COMFORT

A futuristic statement piece of furniture is
the ultimate modern addition to any
home, while a classic shade of dusty
pink creates a timeless look.		
Alvar sofa bed, £1,790, gomodern.co.uk

COLOUR CONTRAST
A vivid blue tone and geometric
shape combine perfectly to form
this distinctive chair.
Colony armchair in Vienna straw,
from £730, arredaclick.com
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CLEAN LINES

Get an ultra modish look with
a nod to minimalism by
pairing a seamlessly welded,
intensely dark table with richly
coloured, vibrant chairs.
Bonaldo welded table, from
£1,180, martinelstore.com
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interiors

LEMON
BURST

Circular matte, citrus
coloured light fixtures
combine fun and
seamless design.
Miniforms kiki pendant
light, £194,
gomodern.co.uk

STATEMENT PIECE

Standout from the crowd with these
bold furniture designs with quirky details.
Bonaldo blazer sofa, from £2,015,
harrogateinteriors.co.uk, and miniforms
caruso sideboard with speaker, from
£2,490, gomodern.co.uk		
				

PERFECT DETAIL

Rococo detailing set against
pastel blocks combines the
old with the new.
Stucchi mogg rug, £1,390,
miliashop.com

MUSTARD
MAGIC

Deep yellow and multi
tone gold shades will add
depth and flair to an ultra
modern interior.
Maggie mohair cushion,
£65, habitat.co.uk, and
marron glace coffee cup
and saucer, £99,
ninacampbell.com

MODERN GOTHIC

Bring this 21st century take on a classic
trend into your home by setting brass tones
against black.
Cora brass drinks trolley, £169, made.com
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